
M ajor bequest for 
National G a lle ry of 
Australia
M a r g a r e t  S h a w  is Hi rilled Hiat Hie personal collecHon of editor, criHc, and interviewer Paul Taylor (1957- 1992) has been given to her library

aul Taylor was best known in Australia as the founding editor and co-publisher of Art and Text but he was also well-known in New York where he lived for the last eight years of his life interviewing and writing for publications such as Interview, Flash art, the New York times arid Vanity fair. His provocative interviews with, and articles on, the leading figures of the art world made him well known internationally.While in New York he also helped to develop the National Gallery7 of Australia Research Library’s collection on contemporary art. His work involved collecting items which would not be readily available through normal channels and arranging for materials to be sent to us from New York galleries on a regular basis. He added to this material when travelling outside New YorkPrior to his death he offered his personal art library and documentation files to the National Gallery of Australia Research Library (NGARL).His library, like his work, emphasised the links between contemporary visual arts and other forms of creative expression including the role of communication and the media in contemporary culture. Contemporaiy aesthetics and links between the arts and social issues are also strongly represented. ■
New developments at 
OCLC
RAISS and Hie Cataloguers join forces to make them known across Australia

rhe Reference and Information Service Section (RAISS) and the Cataloguers Section are pleased to be involved in the national .seminars that Mr Andrew Wang Director of Asia Pacific and CJK Services for OCLC International, will hold in December.Mr Wang will introduce Dbrarians to new developments at OCLC in on-line cataloguing on-line referencing document delivery, retrospective conversion and the electronic Dewey7 system. With such a broad spectrum of interest on offer, it is clear that every librarian can benefit from attend
ing-The morning will be of greatest interest to cataloguers— ‘The Spectrum of Cataloguing Options through the PRISM Service’. Seminars aimed especially at Reference Librarians— ‘Expand the Horizon of Information Access through the EPIC Service and FirstSearch Catalog’, will follow in the afternoons.Ught refreshments will be provided in between the two seminars, from 12 noon to 1.30pm.The dates for the national seminars are listed below, (but see also the ‘Events’ section for local details on venue, times, and contacts.): Melbourne 7 December, Perth 8 December; Adelaide 10 December, Canberra 13 December, Sydney 14 December; Brisbane 15 December; Darwin 17 December. ■

The new key 
to Government 
Information

F A S T !
Enter a whole new 
world of access to 
Government 
information, 
without leaving 
your desk!Instantly access such databases as:
• The Australian Securities Commission
• Old., WA, NSW, SA, NT & ACT Business Names
• The Australian Legal Literature Index
• Queensland Valuer General's
• Queensland Land Titles
• Queensland Contaminated Sites Register
• Queensland Motor Vehicle Registrations
• Queensland Industrial Awards 
.. . And many more to come.
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CITEC offers all of this typically, for a flat fee per enquiry and, in most cases for the cost of a local telephone call. The CITEC Public Access System - using today’s communications technology and advanced thinking - saves you valuable time by delivering information direct to you FAST!Fill in the coupon for a free demonstration disk or call our qualified consultants today.Please send me more information and an obligation free demo disk.
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